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Abstract
This paper proposes a deep residual network, ByNet, for the single
image super resolution task. Two original network components are
introduced, which increase performance and speed compared to VDSR
[10] and are easy to implement. Experiments on standard benchmarks
show that the proposed method achieves state of the art results over
multiple scales in terms of PSNR and structural similarity (SSIM).

Training
LR images are obtained by down-sampling HR images with the scale
factors of 2,3, and 4. These sets of LR images are merged and shuffled
for training which allows our model to naturally handle multiple scale
factors.
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Analysis of Residual Block Arrangement
The two types of residual blocks can be arranged in various ways.

Comparison with State of the Art
We compare ByNet with the reported results of the following methods on the
same training and test sets: A+ [24], RFL [25], SRCNN [16], and VDSR [10]

ByNet5 Network Architecture：

Example result. A region in the zebra image shows 
improved recovery of detail (at 3× upscaling). 
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The mean squared error (MSE) between raw high resolution and 
expected high resolution image is defined as loss 

Bypass Connections 
(a) Feature bypass with shortcut connection
Merit: Improve convergence properties and achieve higher accuracy within the same
training epoch.
(b) Feature bypass with convolutional connection
Merit: Element-wise addition layer sums the features learned from different receptive
fields of input help to further performance.

Feature Scaling 
One additional parameter that is learned during training for scaling the weights value.
Merit: Feature scaling improves convergence by scaling the network output to
efficiently fit the distribution of image residuals.
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Evaluate of different symmetric arrangements of five bypass blocks in sequence, with 
“0” represents shortcut connection and “1” represents convolutional connection


